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Children who love these fabulous creatures (and what kid doesn t?) will be delighted to find
more than just the same old dinos in this super collection of 35-plus saurus dot-to-dots. Instead
of just the familiar Diplodocus, Triceratops, and Tyrannosaurus, the species here include the
Achelousaurus, with rough, bumpy knobs on its nose and over its eyes; the Eotyrannus, or
 Dawn Tyrant , one of the earliest ancestors of the giant meat-eating tyrannosaurs; and the
Neimongosaurus, whose fossils were recently found in China. Accompanying each dot-to-dot
are facts on the dinosaur s name, size, when and where it lived, and more. Best of all, when kids
have finished connecting the dots, they can take their crayons and color in the pictures however
they like because no one knows what colors these animals really were.

From the Inside FlapPut on your pads and helmet or the puzzles, games, and codes in this book
will have your brain totally tweaked! The bonus full-color card stock creates a totally extreme
tabletop hockey game!
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Morgan74, “Fantastic!!. This dinosaur books is not only fun to do, fun to look at, it's also
educational as well! Tells about the dinosaur, how to pronounce the name and where the first
fossils where found. Great fun time book for everyone!!”

The book by Jerald D. Harris has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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